CUSTOMER STORIES

Creating Better Travel Experiences
with a Smarter CMS
Aptara provides smart content solutions for all kinds of business across the
globe, including leaders in IT, ﬁnance, travel, publishing and more. So when one
of their long-time clients, a large ﬁnancial and travel services provider, needed a way to deliver targeted
video training for its team of travel counselors, the Aptara group set out on a journey to ﬁnd a method
that would meet their client’s immediate needs and grow with them.

Challenge

Members that utilize the travel service expect a high level of service from the travel counselor that
answers their call. They expect the counselors to provide appropriate and dynamic suggestions to
their travel questions as if based on personal experience. So how do you train disparate call center
teams in a consistent and high-quality manner?
Video was the answer. And not just one or two training videos, but a plethora of custom channels the
travel advisors could view to become experts on various locations around the globe. A great idea, but
one that would challenge the available technology.

Approach

The Aptara team understood it would need a partner that could deliver a comprehensive solution that
could not only deliver the content on demand, but also track which counselors viewed which videos
and to the point of completion. Accurate analytics would be critical to the success of the training
portal, and to the successful promotion of the travel locations by the counselors.
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A custom portal was designed by Aptara using Microsoft technologies, but the
elegant front-end would require a sophisticated content management system (CMS)
that could handle not only video, but other types of content. The CMS would need to
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be able to play seamlessly with the portal-front end, so an open API was a must.
Initially the portal would be managed by a program lead, who would have to take on the monumental
task of receiving content from several different resorts, hotels, and other travel partners. So the CMS
would have to not only store and distribute the video content on demand, it would also need to encode
and transcode the content received, and do it efﬁciently.

After an extensive search, the WovenManager CMS from Wovenmedia was selected by the Aptara team to be
the engine for this massive undertaking. The WovenManager CMS provided all the right features needed to
deploy the training videos, categorized by channel to make it simple for the travel counselors to view topical
and targeted background information so they could deliver the consulting best experienc e for travelers.

Outcomes

The Open API on which WovenManager is built easily integrated and tested with Aptara’s 3rd party
software components, which enabled the Wovenmedia team to build a framework for collecting and
storying analytics for the channels and videos. Through these analytics, the travel services company
is able to easily identify not only which travel counselors are viewing the training videos, but see how
much of each video is being watched. This reporting aspect provides assurance that the travel counselors are watching all the videos in entirety, improving the services delivered to the travelers. Visits to
each channel are also tracked, which allows the travel services team to determine which channel gets
the best trafﬁc and which may need to be refreshed or replaced.
As the system has matured, the flexibility provided by WovenManager has enabled Aptara to make the
portal a self-service model. Rather than having a single point of contact to which they send videos, the
destination owners now upload their content directly into the CMS. Once submitted, the content is
reviewed and approved before going live in the training portal, streamlining the process and enabling
the content owners to more readily update their messages.

“Wovenmedia have been very good and responsive partners.
A lot of what is needed is driven by the main client, and
Wovenmedia has done an excellent job in delivering
what we have asked of them.”
– Mohit Chaturvedi, Senior Director of Strategic Accounts, Aptara

The stability and flexibility of the WovenManager CMS, combined with the services delivered by the
Wovenmedia team, have contributed to the strong performance Aptara continues to deliver to this
important client. As the travel services business has evolved over the last couple of years, a new
implementation of the solution has been rolled out as the company adopted a supplier model for travel
support. The training portal and channels, driven by WovenManager, now educate the suppliers, which
helps to guarantee a consistent level of service to the members of the travel service.
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